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Staggered fermions with 4 tastes are expeted to desribe 4-avor QCD in the ontinuum
limit, therefore at nite lattie spaing the staggered determinant should be equivalent to an
SU(4) avor-symmetri system up to lattie artifats. This equivalene is the starting point
of the 4th root trik used to redue the number of fermion avors and provides the only
onsistent desription of 2 or 1 avor systems. In this paper we argue that the quark mass
of the underlying avor symmetri theory diers from the staggered mass by an additive
term due to the taste breaking of the staggered ation. The relation is the same for 2 and
1 avor fermions. This additive mass shift implies that at nite lattie spaing staggered
simulations orrespond to heavier quark masses than indiated by the staggered Goldstone
pion and that staggered fermions annot reah the hiral limit at nite lattie spaing.
I. NOTE ADDED
The justiation of the 4th root trik is essential for the large sale high preision
simulations arried out in reent years using 2+1 avors staggered sea quarks. The validity
of the proedure depends on the properties of the staggered ation. In this paper I assumed
that the unrooted 4-taste staggered ation diers from a avor degenerate 4-avor ation
only in loal pure gauge terms and investigated the onsequenes of this assumption.
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2Sine the original publiation of this manusript there is growing evidene indiating
that this assumption is inorret [1, 2℄[17℄. In a reent paper the author and Homann
[2℄ presented numerial evidene in the 2 dimensional Shwinger model that indiates that
while the rooted staggered ation might not be loal at nite lattie spaing, in the ontin-
uum limit the non-loal terms beome irrelevant and the rooted ation an desribe hiral
fermions with arbitrary physial mass. The same paper also justies the ad-ho assump-
tion of this manusript about the mass shift between the physially mathed staggered and
overlap fermions. I would like to emphasize that this mass oset is a lattie artifat. For
further details the reader is referred to the publiation [2℄ and referenes there.
II. INTRODUCTION
Staggered fermion lattie ations have four non-degenerate avors or tastes. There is
little doubt that in the ontinuum limit they orrespond to QCD with four degenerate
avors. Consider a renormalization group transformation that respets gauge and hiral
symmetry, with a xed point on the m = 0 and g2 = 0 ritial surfae that represents
4-avor ontinuum QCD. Along the renormalized trajetory of the RG transformation
the lattie ations desribe the same ontinuum system; these ations presumably have
Ginsparg-Wilson hiral, but at least SU(4) avor symmetry. The renormalization group
transformation should move the staggered lattie ation toward this renormalized traje-
tory, and sine RG transformations hange the ation only in irrelevant, ut-o level terms,
the SU(4) avor symmetri ation along the renormalized trajetory will dier from the
original staggered one only in irrelevant, ut-o level terms.
In this paper we investigate this underlying SU(4) avor symmetri ation at nite
lattie spaing. We argue that its bare fermion mass must dier from the staggered mass
not only in a multipliative but in an additive mass renormalization fator as well. This
additive term is related to the taste breaking of the staggered ation and vanishes only in
the ontinuum limit. An immediate onsequene of this observation is that the staggered
3Goldstone pion an be signiantly lighter that the avor symmetri pions, leading to
inorret mass estimates at nite lattie spaing. We support our argument with data form
the 2-dimensional Shwinger model.
III. DECOMPOSITION OF THE STAGGERED DETERMINANT
The 4-taste staggered determinant desribes 4-avor QCD in the ontinuum limit if its
determinant an be deomposed as
det(Dst) = det(Ds4)det(T) , (1)
where Dst is the staggered Dira operator, Ds4 is an SU(4) avor symmetri lattie operator,
and the operator T gives ut-o level orretions only. If one ould rigorously show that
the ation S˜ = −Tr ln(T) was a loal operator in the ontinuum limit, Eq.1 would validate
the 4th root proedure used in reduing the number of avors in staggered simulations
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄. We are not onerned about this issue right now, so all we assume is that T
does not hange the physial preditions.
Both Dst and Ds4 has one relevant operator orresponding to the fermion mass. (The
relevant diretion in the gauge eld is governed by the gauge ation whih is not speied
in Eq.1.) We will denote the orresponding bare masses by mq and ms4. The renormalized
quark masses dier from the bare ones by multipliative renormalization fators.
Eq.1 omes from a RG based operator relation, it has to be valid on all, or at least most,
gauge ongurations. Consider a topologially non-trivial onguration at nite lattie
spaing. In the hiral ms4 = 0 limit Ds4 has 4 degenerate zero modes, det(Ds4) = 0. On
the other hand Dst has no exat zero modes at any nite lattie spaing, det(Dst) 6= 0 even
when mq = 0. The determinant of the ut-o level term T has to be nite, so Eq.1 annot
be valid if both mq = 0 and ms4 = 0. Yet Eq.1 is neessary if 4-taste staggered fermions
are in the same universality lass as 4-avor ontinuum QCD. The only way to satisfy the
4equation is to allow ms4 to remain nite when the staggered quark mass vanishes, i.e.
ms4 = a
2∆+ Z mq. (2)
The additive orretion is O(a2) but present at any nite lattie spaing.
Eq.1 suggests two dierent ways to look at 4-taste staggered fermions. The rst is the
usual staggered interpretation: the ation desribes four fermioni avors but due to lattie
artifats the avor symmetry is broken, only a remnant U(1) symmetry survives. At the
massless mq = 0 limit the system has one Goldstone pion, the other pseudosalars have
O(a2) masses. Only in the ontinuum limit do we reover the full SU(4)xSU(4) avor
symmetry. The seond interpretation is based on the right hand side of Eq.1. It states that
the theory has 4 degenerate fermions, it diers from a Ginsparg-Wilson ation only in ut-
o terms, so in the ms4 = 0 limit we expet 15 massless pions. The two interpretations are
ompatible but their orresponding fermioni elds are very dierent. They have dierent
lattie artifats and their preditions an also dier by O(a2) eets, but in the ontinuum
limit they are idential. For a onsistent eld theory one has to use the same ation for
the valene as for the sea quarks. For 4-taste staggered fermions we ould use either the
staggered ation or the SU(4) avor symmetri ation in the valene setor.
The relation between the staggered and avor symmetri quark masses is the same for
1-avor staggered fermions dened by the 4th root of the staggered determinant, assuming
the 4th root does not introdue non-universal, non-loal terms. There is an important
dierene though between the 4-taste and 1-avor ases. The 4th root proedure is orret
only if we onsider the SU(4) avor symmetri interpretation, so for a onsistent eld
theoretial desription one has to use this 4th root operator in the valene quark setor as
well. When the standard staggered operator is used in the valene setor we have to deal
with partial-quenhing/mixed ations eets, and also a mismath between the staggered
and avor symmetri quark masses. Problems due to partial-quenhing/mixed ations
learly show up when one attempts to alulate the pseudosalar singlet [8, 9℄. One should
note that these inonsistenies are not related to the 4th root determinant being non-loal,
5they simply show the inonsistenies between the sea and valene quark ations.
Staggered hiral perturbation theory [10, 11, 12℄ models the 4th root by hand orreting
the number of fermions in the sea quark loops. That approah assumes that the 4th root of
the staggered Dira operator is a loal theory. We know that this is not the ase [13℄. For
a onsistent perturbative treatment one should onsider staggered valene quarks on the
bakground of Ginsparg-Wilson quarks whose mass is adjusted/tted appropriately. Mixed
ation simulations has to math the valene and sea quark masses. Again, this mathing
should be done to the SU(4) avor symmetri masses.
A nite additive mass implies that with staggered fermions one annot reah the hi-
ral limit at any nite lattie spaing. This might explain the ontraditions of the nite
temperature saling behavior of Nf = 2 simulations. For these systems the O(4) ritial
point is beyond the reah of the simulations, it lies at negative quark mass, though it likely
inuenes the saling behavior at positive mass values as well. At the same time there is an
O(2) invariant ritial point at mq = 0 that mainly eets the fermioni observables. The
ombination of these two nearby ritial points an make the saling of the system very
ompliated.
IV. NUMERICAL SUPPORT
In a series of papers Durr and Hoelbling investigated the 2-dimensional Shwinger model
with 1 and 2 avors both with staggered and overlap fermions [5, 14℄. Here we onsider
their results for the topologial suseptibility.
In Ref.[14℄ the topologial suseptibility was measured through the index of the massless
overlap operator, so any deviation between the staggered and overlap ation is due to
the dierene between the dynamial ongurations. Chiral perturbation theory predits
that the topologial suseptibility vanishes in the hiral limit. The solid urves in Fig. 1
show the suseptibility both on Nf = 1 and 2 overlap ongurations. Both urves follow
the expeted behavior. The diamonds and otagons on the left panel show the result
6Figure 1: The topologial suseptibility in the 2D Shwinger model with Nf = 1 and 2 avors with
overlap and staggered dynamial fermions. The left panel is from Ref.[14℄. The right panel is the
same data replotted with the quark mass for the staggered fermions shifted as m = mq + 0.065.
on staggered dynamial ongurations [18℄. The suseptibility remains nite even at the
mq → 0 limit indiating that the underlying hiral theory has a nite mass. Re-plotting the
staggered data with a mass shift mq → mq+0.065 (right panel of Fig. 1) brings the overlap
and staggered urves together. The agreement is not perfet but very good. Inluding a
multipliative Z fator like in Eq.2 as m = 1.05mq + 0.055 makes the agreement exellent
everywhere but at the lowest mq = 0 point. The fat that both the Nf = 1 and 2 data set
requires the same mass shift indiates that both are governed by the same hiral ation with
m ≈ mq + 0.065. This observation supports the expetation that the square root ation of
Nf = 1 is a orret 1-avor ation. The data in Fig. 1 orresponds to unsmeared fermions.
Even one level of APE smearing redues the dierene between the staggered and overlap
ations, the required mass shift beomes m −mq . 0.01. Of ourse the taste violation is
also similarly redued after a smearing step.
7There were other unexpeted dierenes between the staggered and overlap results in
Refs. [5, 14℄, mainly with the salar ondensate. It is likely that those too will be resolved
by observing the mass shift between the two ations.
One would like to estimate the mass shift for the 4D Asqtad ation. Measurements of the
topologial suseptibility learly indiate a mass shift [15℄. Staggered hiral perturbation
theory predits that the topologial suseptibility sales with the taste-singlet pion[16℄,
suggesting that the additive mass is governed by the heaviest of the staggered pions.
V. CONCLUSION
We argued that if 4-taste staggered fermions desribe 4-avor QCD in the ontinuum
limit, at any nite lattie spaing the fermion mass of the underlying hiral 4-avor theory
diers from the mass of the staggered ation not only by a multipliative but by an additive
term as well. The same relation holds between the masses for 1 and 2-avor systems.
This additive mass is a lattie artifat and will go away in the ontinuum limit. At nite
lattie spaing however staggered measurements an underestimate the light hadron masses
if those are extrated from the lowest mass staggered operators. The mass shift an have
strong eets on nite temperature simulations and an explain the large lattie artifats
observed in the topologial suseptibility as well. The additive mass should be taken into
aount in any simulation using mixed ations.
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